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A highly proficient US Army Veteran with over eight years of experience in
performing a myriad of tactical operational duties for military installations, which
required a wide range of knowledge and skills in: base and personal security
operations; technical and tactical training, supervision and leadership, and
directing personnel in mounted and dismounted combat operations, seeking a
position as a personal security team member in a combat zone.
FEBRUARY 2015 – 2020

ASST. INFANTRY SQUAD LEADER - U.S. ARMY








Served as Squad Leader for a 9 man Light Infantry Squad, training them in a
myriad of combat operations.
Provided detailed monthly counseling to include Career Development,
Education, Leadership and Personal.
Trained soldiers in route and danger area crossing techniques.
Trained in Army Airborne Operations that included parachuting from airplanes
and setting up landing zones.
Conducted and trained in riot control training to include full riot gear, riot baton,
and pepper spray techniques.
Served as subject matter expert on safety on weapons qualification ranges, by
serving as a Range Safety Officer.
Trained soldiers in weapons marksmanship, shooting techniques, and target
acquisition.

2012 – 2015

INFANTRY SQUAD LEADER - DELTA CORPORATION








Managed military personnel and equipment during various combat missions;
planned, analyzed and oversaw the logistical aspects of each mission; guided .
Responsible for performance of 10 soldiers with additional duties as a training
officer, sexual harassment response and prevention instructor, as .
Frequently responsible for equipment in excess of [] during training and
maintenance activities.
United States Military.
Lead infantry squad during combat operations and training.
Supervised tactical deployment of assigned elements in offensive, defensive
and retrograde operations.
Provided tactical and technical guidance to subordinates and professional
support to both subordinates and superiors in the accomplishment of their .
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EDUCATION
Certificate - (Infantry School - Fort Benning, GA)

SKILLS
Management, Organizing.
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